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This paper investigates the adequacy of the maximum likelihood 
method for estimating the parameters of a single latent logit/probit 
model for binary response data. 
We are interested in checking on whether the likelihood has a smooth 
unimodal shape, or whether it has multiple relative maxima. The shape of 
the likelihood around the maximum point will show whether the 
information matrix will give a good guide to the variability of the 
estimates. It is a counter-indication to the use of maximum likelihood 
estimates if there is a flat plateau, or a ridge moving off to infinity . 
A badly behaved likelihood function suggests either that a 
reparametrization is necessary, or that the mode l is a poor fit for the 
data, or that the inference is particularly difficult. 
We shall study the behaviour of the likelihood function by profiling 
and an approx imate method, using 3 sets of r eal data. These examples 
represent a good range of different patterns of parameter estimates and 
sample sizes. 
2- The Hodel and it:s e s t:imaCion 
We shall suppose that n individuals respond O or 1 (nojyes, 
disagree/agree, for example) to each of p items designed to measure a 
single latent variable. The response of individual j on item i is 
written xji· Individual j has a value z for a latent variable Z, and we 
assume that Z has a standard normal distribution. Thus the response 
function of the logit/probit model for individual j on item i may be 
given by 





exp( ~i o + ~i 1 z ) 
' ' (1) 
1 + exp ( ~i o + ~i 1 z ) 
' ' 
\Je assume that the responses to i tems by an indivi dual are 
independent given the latent value. This implies that the probability of 
the response pattern xj - (xj 1 ,xj 2 , ••• ,Xjp) for individual j with latent 
variable value z is 
g(xj I Z) 
p 
n gi(xj i 1 z) 
i=l 
p xji 1-xji 
n (r.i(z)) (1-r.i(z)) 
i=l 
(2) 
This means that the sing1e latent variable Z explains all the 
association between the responses to different items by an individual. 
The difficulty parameter ~i, o and the discrimination parameter ~i, 1 , 
i=1,2, ... ,p are estimated by marginal maximum likelihood method, using a 
modified E-M a1gorithm (see Albanese(1990) or Bartholomew(1987)). 
Mode1s of this type for binary response were popularised by 
Bartholomew(1987). Properties o f these models were extensively 
investigated by A1banese(1990). 
3- Comparíson be~een éhe Profíle and an Approxímaée Heéhod 
Let us consider a single latent variable logit/p robi c model for 
fitting binary responses given by (1). Thus the 1ike1ihood is a function 
of ~i, o and ~i, 1 , i-1,2, ... ,p. A profile likelihood can be obtained for 
~i 0 and ~i 1 by maximising the likelihood over the remaining variables 
' ' 
j , j =l, 2, ... , p and j ~i. \Je repeat thi s procedure to ge t the pro file 
1ikelihood ata representative set of values of (~i,o•~i, 1 ). 
We usually choose to look at the profile likelihood for those 
parameters for which the likelihood seems to be less satisfactory. One 
guide to possible poor behaviour is the size of the ML estimate ôi,,· A 




Obtaining the behaviour of the likelihood function using the 
profile method, de scribe d above , takes much computer time, sin ce if we 
evaluate it for eighty (êti 0 êt 1· 1 ) points we have to maximise the I ' I 
likelihood function that number o f times. 
Clearly it would be useful to h ave a quicker me thod that gives the 
same i nformation as the profile likelihood. 
A simple alternative is to replace the maximisation proce dure by 





for j~i instead of maximising again for each 
new choice of values f or ai, o and ai
11
• 
We shall c a ll the l a tte r approach method A, the profile likelihood 
method B . Put 
LA(ai 0 ,ai 1 ) ~ loglikelihood value obtaine d by fixing the r emaini ng I I 
parame ter at these ML values êtj,o and êtj , 11 
j - 1,2, ... ,p, j ~i. 
LB(ai,o•ai, 1 ) ~ loglikelihood value obtained by maximising over 
êtj I o and êt j I l I j - 1, 2 I • o • > p I j ;.!i. 
We apply and compare both methods by contouring the values for LA 
' 
LB a s a f unction of ai, o and ai,,, a s defined above, u s ing the 
subroutine library GINO-SURF . This is dane using 3 sets of real data, 
which represent a good range of diffe rent pattern of paramete r estimates 
and sample sizes. The c omputer program used for fitting the model was 
FACONE, but also can be done using TWOMISS, using 48 quadrature points. 
The a symptotic standard deviations of the p a rameter es t ima tes are 
obtained by inverting the observed second de rivative matrix at the ML 
solution point. 
3.1- Arithmetic Reasoning Test on White Women 
The frequency distribution of t he res ponse patterns for the first 
and second ex amples are samples of the Arithmetic Reasoning Test (ART) 
from the American Youth on the Armed Services Vocational Ap t itude 
Battery, given by Mislevy (1985). The individuals we re classifie d by sex 
a nd colour, but the results given here relate to white and black women. 
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Table 1- Score distribution and results obtained by fitting a 
logit/probit model to the Arithmetic Reasoning Test on white women. 
Res ponse Observed Expected Tota l Posterior 
pattern frequency frequency score mean 
0000 20 26.79 o -1.20 
0010 14 9.83 1 -0.69 
1000 23 18.43 1 -0.67 
0100 20 15.78 1 -0 .58 
0001 8 4.86 1 -0.48 
1010 9 11.24 2 -0 .20 
0110 11 10.55 2 -0.11 
1100 18 20.21 2 -0 . 09 
0011 2 3.57 2 -0.02 
1001 8 6.86 2 0.04 
0101 5 6.70 2 0.09 
1110 20 21.87 3 0.37 
1011 6 8 . 16 3 0.46 
0111 7 8.74 3 0.56 
1101 15 17.18 3 0.58 
1111 42 37.23 4 1.09 
Total 228 228 .00 
x 2 = 8.39 on 6 degrees of freedom (p 0.21) 
Thus it is reasonable to infer that the data are consistent with a 
single latent variable indicating the arithmetic reasoning ability . The 
scaling given by the posterior mean is consistent with that of the total 
score because the âi 1 's are very similar as we can see in Tab1e 2. I 
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Tab1e 2 - Parameter estimates and asymptotic standard deviations 
from fitting a 1ogit/probit mode1 to the Arithmeti c Reasonin g 
Test on white women . 
Item i SE(êri I,) A SE(êr i I o) A o:i , 1 Q i, o r. i 
1 1.04 0.32 0.59 0 .17 0 .64 
2 l. 24 0.39 0.56 0.17 O. 64 
3 l. 00 0 .30 -0. 06 0 . 16 0.48 
4 1. 44 0.45 -0 . 51 0 . 21 0.38 
The parameter estimates show that t he i tems are nei ther very easy 
nor too difficu1t with approximate 1y equa1 discrimina ting power. 
We app1y be1ow methods A and B to discover the behaviour of the 
1ike1ihood fo r the data in Tab1e 1 and parameter estimates in Tab1e 2 . 
Let us choose the fi r s t item a s our item i . Since a 11 the s1ope 
parame ters are approximate1y the same, we wou1d expect to get the same 
behaviour by choosing any o the r i t em . 
Figures 1 and 2 hav e been obtained f rom 183 pairs (& 1 0 ,& 1 1), where 
' ' 
A 
o: , ,o c (-3.50,3 .50) and êr 1 1 E (0.10,12.00). 
' 
According to Tab1e 2, the ML estimates for item 1 are êr, 1=1.04 and I 
êr 1 0=0. 59. However Figure 1 suggests that the va1ue of the likelihood I 
does not change much along a whole str aight line o f values fo r êr , 1 and 
' 
êr 1 0 . Glose inspection of the i nput data shows that there is a sl i ght 
' 
decrea se but not e nough to show up in the contouring. Figure 2 s hows a 
res u lt much closer to Figure 1 than one might expec t , though the peak is 
slightly b e tte r defined . Comparing both graphs this i s the only 
di f ference bet\oleen them and i t i s d ue t o the f act that in method A the 
likel ihood decrea se faster t han i n me thod B. 
The most striking aspect of both figu r e s is the long r i dge in the 
p ictu re going off in a vaguely North Easterly direction. This suggests 
tha t there is very little infor mation in the data to choose b e tween 
(êr 1 0 ,& 1 1) value s along that ridge, and casts doubt on the validity of I I 
the ML estimates f or (o: 1 0 , 0: 1 1 ). 
' ' 
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Figure 1- Loglikelihood v alu es as a funct ion of 
method B (profi1e) to the ART on white wome n. 
and &, , 0 , using 
0-8 
x axis * lO 
Figure 2- Log1 i kel i hood value s a s a f unc tion of 
approxima t e method A to the ART on white women. 
j . o 
~ a, ,, and 
j. 2 
A 
a , , o• using 
3.2- Arithmetic Reasoning Test on B1ack Yomen 
As a second example, we analyse the results of the Arithmetic 
Reasoning Test on b1ack women. 
Table 3- Score distribution and resu1ts obtained by fitting 
a logit/probit model to the Arithmetic Reason ing Test on 
black women. 
Response Observed Expected Total Posterior 
pattern frequency frequency score mean 
0000 29 28.39 o -0.84 
0001 8 8.19 1 -0.74 
0010 7 7.99 l -0.63 
0100 14 14.95 1 -0.63 
0011 3 2.36 2 -0.54 
0101 5 4.42 2 -0.54 
0110 6 4.41 2 - 0.43 
1000 14 17.74 1 0.49 
1001 10 6.88 2 0.58 
1010 11 8.90 2 0.69 
1100 19 16.77 2 0.70 
1011 2 3.54 3 0.79 
1101 5 6.66 3 0.79 
1110 8 8.84 3 0.92 
1111 4 3 .62 4 1.02 
Total 145 145.00 
x2 6.42 on 3 degrees of freedom (p 0.10) 
As for the test on white women (Tab1e l) we can also infer that the 
1ogit/probit model with one latent variab1e fits reasonab1y we11. 
Note that Table 4 below shows significant differences between the 
s1ope parameter estimates(âi 1 , i =1 , ... ,4). , 
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Tab1e 4- Parameter estimates and asymptotic standard deviations 
from fitting a 1ogit/probit mode1 to the Ari thmet i c Reasoning 
Test on b1ack women. 
Item i A SE(â · ) A SE(â i 0 ) 
A 
~i. 1 ~i, o r. i ~. 1 , 
1 14.39 67 . 78 0.25 4.63 0.56 
2 0.38 0.22 -0.33 0.16 0.42 
3 0.37 0.24 -0.96 0.20 0.28 
4 0.19 0 . 24 -1.08 0.21 0.25 
The resu1ts show that item 1, due its large discriminating power, 
divides the samp1e into two tota11y separate groups, those answering the 
item positive1y and those who do not. On the other hand, its standard 
deviat ion is too 1arge to be trusted. Even for the other â,, 1 the 
standard deviations may be considered so large that litt1e information 
is present about them. 
Due to the very large s1ope parameter estimate of item 1 and its 
strikingly wild standard deviation, it is an obvious choice to look at 
the behaviour of the 1ike1ihood function for 185 pairs (â 1 , 0 ,â 1 , 1). 
Since both methods give exact1y the same picture, we present just 
one (Figure 3). There is on1y a tiny difference between the 185 
loglikelihood values from methods A and B, for â 1 1 bigger t han 3.0 and , 
A 
any ~o, 1 • 
Figure 3 shows t hat the 1ikelihood function assumes pr actical1y the 
same values for al l â, 1 , andas â, 1 increases the best va1ues for â 1 0 , , , 
cover a1l its interval o f variation. Although the s ubroutine use d to 
draw the graph does not show small differences, ana1ysing the input data 
we can confirm that the l ikelihood continues to increase indefinitely, 
indicating that the actual value for 
sensible. 
is infinity, which is not 
This is one example where the loglikel ihood does not behave 
appropriately fo r ML method of estimation. 
The broad ridge going from West t o East s trongl y suggests that ~ 1 0 , 
is not a meaningful parameter for va1ues of ~, 1 g~v~ng , t h e highes t 
likelihood, since every va1ue of â 1 0 1arger than -1 .0 wi11 , provide the 
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Figure 3- Loglikelihood values as a function of 
methods A or B to the ART on black women. 
3.3- Cancer Knowledge 
and A 01 1 , o• using 
The data in Table 5 comes from a study on knowledge about cancer by 
Lombard and Doering (1947). Questions were asked about whether or not 
the following were sources of general information: 
(l)radio (2)newspaper (3)solid reading (4)lectures 
Table 5 shows that these data are fitted reasonably well by a 
logit/probit model with one single latent variable as a measure of how 
well-informed a person is. 
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Table 5- Score distribution and results obtained by fitting 
a logit/probit mode1 to the Lombard and Doering's data. 
Response Observed Expected Total Posterior 
pattern frequency frequency se ore mean 
0000 477 467 . 37 o -0.98 
1000 63 70 . 80 1 - 0.68 
0001 12 16 . 62 1 -0.66 
0010 150 155.93 1 -0 .46 
1001 7 3.10 2 -0 .41 
1010 32 33 .30 2 -0.22 
0011 11 7.98 2 -0.20 
1011 4 2 . 02 3 0.02 
0100 231 240.52 1 0.16 
1100 94 82 . 16 2 0.41 
0101 13 20 . 29 2 0.43 
0110 378 362 . 29 2 0.66 
1101 12 8.51 3 o. 72 
1110 169 181.61 3 1.00 
0111 45 46.04 3 1.02 
1111 31 30.49 4 1.42 
Total 1729 1729.00 
x 2 = 11.68 with 6 degrees of freedom (0.05<p<0.10) 
The scaling of the sample is not exactly the same when using the 
total and the component scores. This is due to the large va1ue assumed 
by â 2 1 as showed in Table 6 . , 
Table 6- Parameter estimates and asymptotic s tandard deviations from 
fitting a logit/probit model to the Lombard and Doering data. 
Item i A SE(âi 1) 
A 
SE(âi , o) A Cii, 1 Ci i, o 7f• , l. 
1 O. 72 0.09 -1.29 0.06 0.22 
2 3.40 1.14 0.60 0.17 0.64 
3 1. 34 0.17 -0.14 0.08 0.46 
4 0.77 0.14 -2.70 0.18 0.06 
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The large value f o r the dis criminating power of item 2 indicates 
t hat the newspaper h as t he l a rge st e f fec t on getting informat ion a bout 
cancer. Its standard deviation, however, is relative ly large. The 
diffi cul ty parameter e s t ima tes range from 'popula r sourc e o f 
information' (item 4) to 'not very popular ' (item 2). 
To carry out the analysis o f the behaviour of t he likelihood, we 
used 138 v a lue s for (&2 0 ,& 2 1), since & 2 1 i s very l arge compared with 
' ' ' 
the other parameter estimates &i 1 • 
' 
. . 
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Figure 4- Lo glikelihood v a lue s as a f unc t ion of &2 1 a n d 
' 
~ 
Ct 2 , o• using 
method B (profile ) for the Lombard and Doering data. 
According to Table 6 the likelihood function assumes its maximum 
value when &i 1- 3 . 40 a nd &i 0- 0.60 f or i tem 2. Both Figures 4 and 5 show 
' ' 
that &2 1 c ould be equal to a ny number b igger than 1.0 and the range o f . 
&2 , 0 increases as & 2 , 1 also i ncrease s . As whe n ana l ys ing Figure s l and 
2, t his happens b e c aus e the likelihood values change very li t tle f o r 
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Figure 5- Loglike lihood values as a function of ~2 1 and 
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ex 2, o• using 
In this case toa, methods A a nd B give the same information about 
the shape of the lik el i.hoo·d function 1 which does not: seem sui tabl e f or 
the ML method. 
Conclusion 
\.Je have c ompared 3 sets of data for which a logit/probit model with 
one latent var i able s eemed to fit reasonably well. 
The results sugges t that when one of the ~i 1 is large this probably 
' 
indicates bad behaviour of the l ikelihood. 
It is difficult to say exactly how large each ~i 1 c an be before t he I 
ridge in the likel ihood appears a nd the second observed derivatives ar 
the information matrix are not good guides to the variabil ity of t his 
estimates. 
There is strong evidence tha t we can use the approxima te method A 
instead of the profile likelihood , since they give the same information 
a bout t he behaviour of the likeli~g? function. 
4- Another Look at the Likelihood Function 
Working with the contoured likelihood is not always easy, since a 
lot of points are required and it is hard to see small changes in the 
likelihood values. It is useful to plot the shape of the likelihood 
function along the ridge that is evident i n Figures 1 to 6 . This 
corresponds to maximising the previously obtained loglikelihood values 
over ai, 0 • Using the data points (âi, 1 , âi, 0) from Figures 1 to 5, 
resu1ts are in the p1otting points o f Tab1es 7 to 9 and the 1ike1ihood 
func tions in Figures 6 to 8. 
Table 7-Maximum loglikelihood Table 8-Max imum 1og1 i kelihood 
v alue " fixing â 1 1 value over â 1 0 fixing " over a,. o, a 1,1 I I I 
to the ART on whi te women. to the ART on black women. 
" LA LB " LA LB a ,,, a, ,, 
0.0 -601.37 -601.14 0.0 - 368.08 -367.48 
1.0 -592 .14 -592 .12 1.0 -365.66 -365.33 
2.0 -594.59 -594.22 2.0 -365.01 -364.90 
3.0 -598.28 -596.62 3.0 -364.83 -364 . 78 
4.0 -601.03 -597 .87 4.0 -364.77 -364.74 
5 .0 -602.99 -598 .51 5.0 -364 .74 -364 .72 
6.0 -604.17 -598 .85 6.0 -364. 72 -364.71 
7.0 -604.96 -599.06 7.0 -364.71 -364.70 
8.0 -605.50 -599 .19 8.0 -364.71 -364.69 
9.0 -605.85 -599.28 9.0 -364. 70 - 364.69 
10.0 -605.99 -599.33 10.0 -364.70 -364.69 
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Figure 6- Maximum 1og1ike1ihood va1ue over &1 ,o for each a 1 , 1 fixed, for 
the ART on white women presented in Tab1e 7. 
Tab1e 9- Maximum 1og1ike1ihood va1ue A fixing A o ver a2, o• a2, 1 
to the Lombard and Doering data. 
A 
LA LB A LA LB a2, 1 a2 , 1 
0.1 -3758.59 -3755 . 13 6 .0 -3624.05 -3622.90 
1.0 -3656.02 -3645.49 7 . 0 -3624.71 -3623.17 
2.0 -3637.84 -3625.53 8 .0 -3625.10 -3623.24 
3.0 -3622 . 71 -3622 .47 9.0 -3625 . 29 -3623.27 
4.0 -3622 .6 8 -3622.52 10.0 -3625.47 -3623.31 
5.0 -3623.54 -3622 .80 11 . 0 -3625.62 - 3623.39 
Figure 6 shows that both methods give app roximate1y the same 
1og1ike1ihood va1ues for â, 1 sma11er than 2, increasing up to â 1 1=1. Ol1 
' ' (ML estimate) and decreasing faster when using method A than the profile 
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Figure 7- Maximurn loglikelihood v alue over â 1 , 0 for each â 1 , 1 f ixed, to 
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Figure 8- Maximum loglikelihood value over ô- 2 , 0 for each ô- 2 , 1 fixed, to 
the Lombard and Doering data, pre?f~~ed in Table 9. 
As in the three dimensional graph, Figures 7 and 8 confirm that both 
methods give roughly the same information about the behaviour of the 
likelihood. Inspection of the data in Table 8 shows that the 1ikelihood 
continues increasing, while in Tab1e 9 the likelihood assumes a maximum 
va1ue, but after that decreases so slightly that the change is 
insignificant when plotting the data. 
P1otting the resu1ts for a11 items 
Since approximate method A fo11owed by a simp1e p1ot is easy to 
app1y, we s ha11 1ook at the shape of the 1ike1ihood for a ll items, 
ins tead o f on1y one, for the ART on whi te and b1ack women, and the 
Lombard and Doering data. 
Tab1e 10- Maximum 1og1ike1ihood va1ue, LA (i), " over O!i, 0 , 
fixing " i=l,2 . . ,4, to the ART on white using O!i, ,. women, 
approximate method A. 
" LA(1) LA(2) LA(3) LA(4) O!i, 1 
0.0 -601.37 -603.57 -601.63 -606.09 
1.0 -592 . 14 -592.22 -592.05 -592.74 
2.0 -595.06 -593.84 - 595.18 -592.68 
3.0 -598 .28 -595.98 -599.43 -595.06 
4.0 -601.22 -598.18 -602. 58 -596.31 
5.0 -602.88 -599.46 - 604 . 71 -597.47 
6.0 -604.17 -600.42 - 606 . 19 -598.33 
7.0 -604 .90 -600.99 -607. 26 -598.71 
8.0 -605.50 -601.3 7 -608.07 -599.13 
9.0 -605.77 -601.66 -608.71 -599 . 27 
10.0 -606 .10 -601.79 -609.22 -599.44 
11.0 -606. 13 -601.93 -609.63 -599.51 
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Figure 9 - Maximum 1oglikelihood v a1ue o ver for e ach fixed, 
i=l, ... ,4, to the ART on white women, presented in Tab1e 10, using 
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Figure 10- Maxi mum 1oglike1ihood value over êxi , 0 fo r e ach êxi, 1 fixed , 
i=1, . . . , 4, to the ART on black women, p resen t ed in Tab1e 11 , us i ng 
approximate method A. 
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Tab1e 11- t-iaximum 1og1ike1ihood values, LA(i), A over ~i,o 
fixing " i=1, 2 •.. ,4, to the ART on b1ack women, using QÍ,l• 
approximate method A. 
" LA(1) LA(2) LA(3) LA(4) Qi , 1 
0.0 -368.08 -366.79 -366.01 -365.07 
1.0 -365.66 -368.07 -367.59 -369.97 
2.0 -365.01 -379 . 56 -377 .88 -381.54 
3 . 0 -364.83 - 392.35 -389.50 -394.39 
4 .0 -364.77 -404.22 -400.20 -406.07 
5.0 -364.74 -415. 00 -409.66 -416.58 
6 .0 -364.72 -424.78 -418.04 -425.29 
7.0 -364.71 -433 . 57 -424 . 92 -432. 68 
8 .0 -364.71 -441.96 -430.51 -438 . 91 
9 .0 -364.70 -449.16 -435.21 -443.32 
10.0 -364.70 -455.29 -438.39 -446.98 
11.0 -364.70 -460.03 -441.16 -449.43 
Tab1e 12- Maximum 1og1ike1ihood va1ues, LA(i), " over ai,o 
fixing " i~l. 2 •.. ,4, to the Lombard and Doering data, ai,,, 
using the approximate method A. 
A LA(1) LA(2) LA(3) LA(4) Qi, 1 
0.0 -3666.35 -3790.44 -3755.44 -3640.81 
1.0 -3626.13 -3660.79 -3630.09 -3624.84 
2.0 -3680.93 -3627.58 -3635.98 -3650.53 
3.0 -3739.91 -3622.71 -3666.38 -3682.70 
4.0 -3785.70 -3623.91 -3693 .6 2 -3710.37 
5 .0 -3818.87 -3623.95 - 3714.12 - 3730.04 
6.0 - 3842.86 -3624.05 -3728.73 -3743.71 
7.0 - 3859.40 -3624.97 -3740 . 07 -3752 . 89 
8.0 - 3871.61 -3625.30 -3749.21 -3759 . 02 
9.0 -3881.08 -3 625.29 -3756.80 -3763.18 
10 .0 - 3886.42 -3625.97 - 3762.16 -3765.29 
11 . 0 -3890.69 -3625.62 -3766.36 - 3766.72 
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Figure 9 shows that whichever item we choose, all items are 
well-behaved. However it is interesting to point out that the order of 
the curves from the top to the botton of the page is inversely related 
to size of the êri 1 ,i=l, . .. ,4, since here they all have the same 
' 
coefficient of variation (0. 31). 
As we can see in Figure lO, the bad behaviour of the like1 ihood is 
A indicated by item 1, with very 1arge a 1 , 1 and its large standard 
deviation. Item 2 and 3 present very similar êri, 1 (0.38 and 0.37), with 
coefficient of variation O. 58 and O. 65, respective1y, but the latter 
log1ikel i hood decreases slow1y. The value of êr4 1 is half the size of 
' 
item 2 or 3, but with a large coefficient of variation (1.26). 
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Figure 11- Maximum loglikelihood value over êri, 0 for each êri. 1 fixed, 
i=1, ... , 4, for the Lombard and Doering data, presented in Tab1e 12, 
using approximate method A. 
Uorking through the values of êri, 1 and Figure 11 we see that a 3 , 1 is 
bigger than êr4 1 (1.34 and 0.77), but the former has a smaller 
' 
coefficient of var i ation, and both items give approximately the same 
1ikelihood shape. Item 1 has the smal1est and the smallest 
coefficient of variation (0.12) and the biggest likelihood function 
decrease, while item 2 has a lar~2 1-yalue fo r &i, 1 and large coefficient 
of variation (0.34) and effectively its likelihood function never 
decreases. 
Conclusions 
These results suggest that there is strong evidence that we can look 
at the behaviour of the likelihood function by the approximate method A, 
using a graph like those in Figures 6 to 8. However , we should remember 
that the likelihood values from this method are equal or smaller than 
the real values and small decreases in the likelihood function shou1d 
actual ly be still smaller. 
Finally we can conclude that large discriminating parameter 
estima te (Ô'i 1 ) and large standard deviation point to bad likelihood ) 
behaviour. The resu1ts a1so indicate that for the same test the shapes 
of the approximate profile 1ike1ihoods obtained for different items i 
are related to the size of &i, 1 and its coefficient of variation. 
5- Reparametrization 
The investigation of the behaviour of the like1ihood function that 
has been carried out suggests that, at least f or the ART on black 
women (Tab1e 3) and the Lombard and Doering data (Table 5) a 
reparametrization is necessary. 
We have worked through many reparametrizations, as for example, 
* 
- &i 1 I ( 1 + exp(Ô'i 1 ) ) 
) ) 
* 
- 1 I 
* 
2 ~ A A I ( 1 A ) ~i, 1 ~i. 1 + ~i. 1 
* 
2 ~ A 
&i o I ( 1 A ) ai, o ~ + a i, 1 ) 
* &i, o - - âi, o I â i, 1 
where i - 1 for the ART on b1ack women data and i - 2 for the Lombard and 
Doering data. -2 2-
\.Je shall present the resul ts j ust for the reparametrizations that 
gave useful results , in the sense that it showed better behaviour of t he 
likelihood function, that is, for 
A 
OI· -1., 0 and * 2 ~ âi 1 - âl.· 1/(l+â i1) 
' ' ' 
using the profile and the approximate methods (BandA, respectively). 
5.1- Arithmetic Reasoning Test on White ~omen 
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Figure 12- Loglikel ihood values as a function of Cf1, 1 and !t 1 , 0 , using 
method B (profile) to the ART on white women. 
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Figure 13- Loglikel i h ood values as a function o f 
approximate method A to the ART on white women . 
8 . 5 
* 
and A Q 1 'o• us i ng 
Both Figures 12 and 13 show the same shape of the likelihood 
function and their paral1el and almost horizonta l 1in es i ndicate that 
f 1 1 f f A* the v a lues o the log ike ihood almost do not change or a ixed Q 1 , 0 
over all r ange o f ~~ 1 • There i s a p eak ins ide the e ll ipse, a lthough the 
• 
contouring does not show the small diffe r ences in the loglikelihood 
va1ues. We can s ee it in Figure 1 5, whe re we h a ve t h e maximum 
A* f A* f' d loglikelihood values over Q 1 , 0 or each Q 1 , 1 ~xe . 
That on1y one 1ine represents t he behaviour of the l ike1ihood 
function in Figure 14 is due to the fac t tha t me thods A and B g ive the 
s ame resu1ts for a11 va1ues a s sumed by ~~ 0 . . 
From Figures 14 and 15 we can s ee that the log1ike lihood func tion 
b ehave s we11 i n both r eparametrizations and that the maximum 
logl ikelihood values fo r ~~. 1 range in a larger int erval than for &~.o• 
since maximum 1oglikel ihood ~~ 1 é ( -916.11; -592. 27) while t h e max imum 
' 
1oglikelihood â~,o E ( - 606. 23 ; -592.14). 
Comparing Figur es 1, 2 a nd 6 with 12 to 15 we can conclude that the 
r e parametriza tion ~~, 0 a nd ~~ , 1 give a 1ikel i hood func tion wi th better 
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"' Figure 14- Maximum log1ike1ihood va1ue over &1 , 1 fo r each &1 , 0 fixed to 
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Figure 15- Maximum 1og1ike1ihood value over o- 1 , 0 for each 
A* 
O' 1 ' 1 fixed 
to the ART on white women, using ~5~ods A and B. 
5.2 - Ar ithmetic Reasoning Test on Black Women 
The following graphs r efer to the data in Table 3. 
As in the first exampl e, the Figures 16 and 17, 18 and 19 shows the 
same shape for the likelihood function , whether using p rofil e (method B) 
or approximate method A. 
Figures 1 6 and 17 show that t he parallel lines are becoming 
horizontal as the l oglike lihood func tion approx imates to the maximum 
value, where we can see a broad bridge going from West to East and &~, 1 
assuming all values while &~,o ranges from -0.35 t o 0.35 . 
2 . 50 
l . 50 
------------ -380 
o. so 
----------- - 370 ·-----------------------------
-------- --- -370 
- - 383 ---··----.. -----
- 1 
Figure 16- Loglikelihood values as a function of 
profile method for the ART on black women. 
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and ~* a,' o• using 
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Figure 17- Loglikelihood va1ues as a function of 
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Figure 18- Maximum 1og1ike1ihood va1ue over et 1 , 1 for each &~ . o fixed for 
the ART on black women , using met~~f~ A and B. 
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Figure 19 - Maximum 1og1ikelihood value over &, ,o for each &~ ,, fixed for 
the ART on b1ack women, using methods A and B. 
The apparent increased likelihood function shown in Figure 19 
is,actually, almost constant since it assumes values in a small 
interval (in the profile method from -367. 48 to -364.68 and in the 
approximate method from -368.08 to -364.69), corresponding to an 
increase of 0.9%. Thus the reparametrization &~,, provides a 1ikelihood 
function that is monotone increasing. 
On the other h and, Figure 18 indicates that the 
l. 
repara metrization &~ 0 = & 1 0 /(1+&2i 1) 2 works very we11, since the . , . 
1ikelihood function is unimodal, assuming values from - 510.35 to - 364.68 
in both methods (profi1e and approximate ). 
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5.3- Cancer Knowledge 
This example corresponds to the Lombard and Doering data(Tab1e 5). 
The sma11 diff erence between methods A and B (Figures 20 and 21) is 
because the log1ik e1ihood functi on fo r &2 1 < 1 .1 in the profi1e me thod , 
is bigger than in the approximate me t hod. 
The behaviour of the 1ike1ihood function a fte r reparametrization in 
these examp1e is very similar t o the former one. 
A1though Figur e 23 seems to show an increased log1ike1ihood f unction 
f o r it is a1most constant, since it ranges from -3758 . 59 to 
-37 55.13 which represents a s ma11 i nc rease of 3. 8 %. Therefor e the 
repa rame trization &~ , 1 provides a 1ike1ihood function t hat is mono t one 
increasing. 
As in the preceding exa mp1e, t he on1y usefu1 reparametrization is 
given by as we can s e e in Figure 22 an unimoda1 l ikelihood 
function that assumes va1ues between - 5813 . 38 and -3625.14. 
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Figure 20- Loglikelihood values as a function of A* and Ot 2 , 0 , using 
profile method fo r t he Lombard an92~9ering data. 
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Figure 21- Loglikelihood values as a funct ion o f h* Q2' 1 and 
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Figure 22 - Maximum logl i kelihood value over Q 2 , 1 for each &;,o fixed to 
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Figure 2.23- Maximum loglikelihood v alue A for o ver 0!2' o 
to the Lombard and Doering data, 
. f * Interpretat1on o Cl!i,o 
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each A* 0!2' 1 fixed 
The reparametrization D!i, 0 .. Ô'i, 0 I ( 1 + Ô'i, 1 ) corresponds to 
the probit of the expected value of ~(Cl!i, o+ai, 1 z), t he response function 
of a probit model, i.e., 
For convenience, let us consider 
D!i, 0 - a and Cl!i, 1 ~ b 
Then 
E(<ll(a+bz)) J_: <ll(a+bz) (2r.)-~ exp(-~ z2) dz 
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If we take 
bz ~ u and bdz=du 
Then 
E(~(a+bz)) = J_: ~(a+u) (2r.)-~ b- 1 exp(-~ u 2 b- 2 )du 
J_: P(Z-u~a) (density for W - N(O,b 2) at u)du 
P(Z+W ~a), Z+W- N(O,l+b2) 
and therefore 
E(~(a+bz)) - ~( a/(l+b 2 )~ ) 
o r 
~- 1 {E(~(a+bz))). 
6- Conclusions 
The results about the investigation of the behaviour of the 
likelihood function give evidencie that 
(1)- The approximate method provides results equivalent to the profile 
method. Both suggest t hat large âi 1 ( ~ 3/u, u is the standard 
' 
deviation of the latent distribution) probably indicates bad behaviour 
of the likelihood, which will be shown by the presence of a long ridge. 
In this case the second derivative matrix or the information matrix are 
not good guides to the variability of these estimates. 
(2)- If âi 1 is not large, the likelihood funtion behaves well and thus 
' 
the first arder asymptotic theory is appropriate. 
(3)- A badly behaved likelihood function suggests either that a 
reparametrization is necessary, or that the model is a poor fit for the 
data, or that the i nference is particulary difficult . 
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(4)- Among the severa1 reparametrizations we tried on1y the one give n 
by 
provided a better behaviour of the likelihood, independent of the size 
of the parameter estimates . 
This reparametrization corresponds to the probit of the expected 
va1ue of the response function of a probit mode1 , that is, 
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